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Introduction.

Main passage. Luke 22:24-62; John 18:15-18, 25-27. 
The Luke passage focuses on what happens outside the courtyard and trial and what happens with Peter more than the
other gospel accounts (you can omit v39-46). 
Parallel passages: Matthew 26, Mark 14, John 18

Themes & issues.  
Faithfulness and unfaithfulness; zeal and maturity; spiritual stability and consistency. The next study will focus on
restoration, forgiveness, and how God deals with our mistakes, so if those issues arise, you can postpone them until
next time. 

Background and commentary.

We see a Peter who is young and immature, but zealous and enthusiastic. His zeal has blinded him and doesn't
allow him to see what is really important, or what Jesus' true mission is, and that he must undergo suffering. So he
probably has the wrong goals in mind when he promises to never leave, and when he brings swords and cuts off the
ear of the priest's servant. So immature zeal leads to wrong spiritual goals, being blinded to what God's will really is
and to the things that God really cares about. It also leads us to base our spiritual life on emotion rather than true
intimacy with God. Hence, in difficult times we easily shrink back and grow faithless. But we are commanded to have
a mature,  balanced  zeal,  and not  go  to  the  other  extreme of  a  cold,  rationalistic,  merely  intellectual  faith.   For
example, Romans 12:11 commands us not to be lacking in zeal, Rom. 12:1-2 commands us to offer ourselves fully to
God, and Deut. 6 commands us to love God with all our being. And we are to have a deep and growing knowledge of
God and what he means for us (Eph. 1:15-23). 

The story picks up where we left off in a previous study. We see the disciples as a whole have problems with their
heart motives, and then we see Peter's blind zeal. They are all immature but are about to be refined by fire and made
much more mature in a fast  paced series  of  events  from Jesus'  arrest,  crucifixion,  resurrection,  post-resurrection
ministry, Pentecost, and the beginning of the church.

 Like the other disciples, Peter probably envisions Jesus establishing political control and ushering in a glorious
earthly kingdom. His passion and enthusiasm are invested in the wrong goals, and they blind him from perceiving
anything about Jesus' true mission. So it is quite easy for him to promise never to leave Jesus, since he thinks the road
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ahead is easy and full of glory and conquest. He is too blind to really hear Jesus' honest assessment of Peter's level of
faithfulness and maturity, and cannot believe Jesus' prediction that he will desert him. At this point, the prediction
about a rooster crowing probably is enigmatic and makes no sense to him. (Imagine you're praying and telling God
how committed you are to following him, and he speaks to you and says, “Before the neighbor's dog barks in the
morning, you will disown me three times”!) Still, Peter's response is over-confident and shows that he has trouble
being honest with himself about his character and faith. When Jesus says that what is written of him is about to be
fulfilled (v37), Peter and the disciples take it to refer to Messianic conquest, not suffering for the salvation of the
world. And still bent on conquest, Peter brings along swords; to this Jesus rebukes him in v38 -- “that's enough!”1

Jesus' last rebuke of Peter's militancy and impetuousness is given after he heals he ear of the priest's servant that Peter
cut off.

Jesus is taken away by a crowd of supporters of the Pharisees and chief priests accompanied by a detachment of
Roman soldiers. Peter seems to be one of only a couple or a few who followed Jesus after his arrest, to a courtyard
near the high priest's house, so in this respect he's more courageous and commendable than the others who ran away
altogether.  He  still  followed  as  a  disciple  (���! #"$ &%#')( *,+ ,  akoloutheō,  'follow,  follow  as  a  disciple'),  but  he  was
following far away, at a distance ( -.�/�#01 *2')(&3 , makrothen). He is understandably scared, but this is the first hint of his
spiritual cowardice. He follows to a courtyard; this type of courtyard ( �4% 52"$6 , aulē) was an enclosed open-air courtyard
of an upper-class home or of a temple, something comparable to a fenced-in front yard of an upscale North American
home. Thus, it is probably the courtyard outside the high priest's home, where the first trial was held. This is not a
public courtyard, and Peter would have to be let in by a gatekeeper or guard.  John 18:15-18 tells us that “another
disciple” knew the high priest (probably John; this might be one way that John refers to himself obliquely in his
gospel) and was able to get in and let Peter in. There are some others there in the courtyard as onlookers, which very
likely include servants of the high priest, soldiers and others involved in the arresting party, and other unspecified
officials (see  John 18:15-18, 18:26); we do not know if any other disciples followed, but it seems doubtful, since
Peter was more afraid of others and didn't seem concerned about being heard by other disciples. The disciple who let
him in was apparently not around when Peter denied knowing Jesus; this disciple had access and may have been in
the house or elsewhere.

One person present was a servant girl (7���8:948*2;��!6 , paidiskē 'female slave, or maid' > 7��/8<;�=  of the high priest, and
John 18:15-18 seems to indicate she was the gatekeeper who let Peter into the courtyard. They recognize Peter as a
Gallilean by his rural northern Judean accent – he talked like a hillbilly – which was conspicuous to Jerusalemites. It
is surprising that he denies knowing Jesus once, let alone thrice – perhaps this surprise is not so apparent to us modern
readers who have heard this story often. By the third time, he is denying quite emphatically that he doesn't know2

Jesus when the rooster crows. (Insert whatever pun here you like about “chickening out”.) One reason he may be
afraid of being identified as a disciple of Jesus is that he might be recognized as the one who cut off the ear of the
priest's servant Malchus. Given that, maybe he's brave or foolish for coming to the courtyard. Maybe Peter would be
in danger of being arrested, although Jesus did take care of the evidence. But Peter seems more afraid of a servant
girl, the lowest of all social classes. 

Now the arrest of Jesus began late at night, and the events in the courtyard happened over a period of several
hours. By the time Peter denies Jesus the third time, it is probably very late at night or early in the morning but well
before twilight. If you've spent time on or near a farm, you've probably heard the roosters crow even well before
sunrise. Somehow Jesus is able to look at Peter immediately at this moment, either thru a window in the house, or as
he is being led outside to be transferred to the Sanhedrin (the council of priests and other religious officials) for
another trial. This council would have to wait for daybreak to convene, since according to Jewish law the Sanhedrin
could not hold a legal session at night. Peter is surprised, convicted, and guilt-stricken to realize that Jesus knows
what he has done.  He leaves the courtyard and painfully weeps outside.

1 Jesus isn't saying “the quantity of swords is sufficient for our purposes”  -- which is how some skeptics with no linguistic expertise
interpret this out of context to make the claim that Jesus was intent on starting a rebellion, or at least planned to defend himself with
weapons. Of course, this is entirely at odds with the rest of Jesus' teachings and his stated intention to suffer and die. The original
Greek text also makes it more clear:   > ?A@CB DEB1FGIH BCJLK!M NPO!>1FQSR�T.U F?2VCK$J> WPJXB N:Y$O&FZJ&[  = ho de eipen autois “hikanon estin”  = <he but said to
them, enough it is> = But he replied, “That's enough!” The word de is a discourse marker or discourse particle, a type of small word that
expresses  writers' or speakers' nuances and is usually cannot be translated easily. It indicates contrast (like 'but, however'), and also in
this case, a shift to something new in the writer's flow of  thought (in other contexts,  de  is also used for  parenthetical  items or  for
emphasis). Thus, Jesus' response is not one of going along with their plans for packing swords, but the writer makes a contrast in
meaning clear between the disciples' question and Jesus' response to the contrary.  

2 While there were several Greek verbs for 'know' with more specific nuances, the one here ( >1F\ @K , oida, 'know, be acquainted with, be
familiar  with) is a verb  that is rather  general  in meaning,  like the English 'know'. You may know how other languages make finer
distinctions in their verbs of knowing, but don't be tempted to be over-analytical here. 
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Application.

This is such a famous and often preached story because we are all like Peter. A good deal of discussion can be had
by looking at the various ways that we “deny” or “disown” Jesus, or even “follow at a distance”. This of course
includes not publicly identifying ourselves as Christians, failing to witness or to be witnesses, being too silent in the
face of skeptics and critics, or outright denying our faith to ourselves or to others. Or we may profess Jesus with our
mouths but fail to live for him in our daily lives, or even rationalize and make excuses when we disobey. Even worse,
we can become hypocrites and live double lives – one life around our Christian friends and in religious contexts, and
a different one with non-Christians in secular contexts. However, double lives take half as long.

We need to examine ourselves and be honest about the different ways we fail or can be unfaithful. But we must go
further and identify what specific factors tempt us to act this way. If we are afraid of something, we need to identify
exactly what it is so we can share it, pray about it, and deal with our spiritual problems and weaknesses. 

It is also good to talk about spiritual zeal and enthusiasm. Oftentimes we older believers need to reclaim a sense of
spiritual enthusiasm. But whether we are young or old Christians, we need to understand the difference between good
and bad zeal. Peter's zeal was uninformed, without substance, misguided, misdirected, and based on the wrong things,
though he was very sure he was for the right things. Christians can become passionate about the wrong things – e.g.,
overly concerned about minor or secondary issues of theology or politics. Christians can get wrapped up even in the
wrong things, thinking they are right, but they are not really concerned with what's important to God's heart or his
will. Or we can have enthusiasm for the right things, but our zeal and understanding are superficial and without a real
understanding and wisdom. For example, it's easy to get fired up about something like evangelism, thinking that we're
going to save everyone.  But  when  we face reality,  we find ourselves  unprepared,  lacking the spiritual  depth or
consistency to be effective evangelists, and without power to accomplish anything. In such cases, Christians mistake
emotionalism for  biblical  zeal;  they  are  not  the  same.  When  faced  with  reality  or  difficulty,  emotionalism will
crumble or will make us stumble, and at best we'll make fools of ourselves, or at worst, deny our faith either in word
or in deed. 

As followers of Christ in this world, we need to be humble. Our zeal is to come naturally from a deep intimate
relationship with God and a deep understanding of his word, not from religious emotionalism; it comes from our love
of God and his Holy Spirit, not from an artificial and human-made product of our own flesh. If it is biblical zeal, it
should not crumble in the face of fear or difficulty; true love casts out fear (1 John 4:18). 

Discussion questions.

Observation.^ Imagine that God told you that you would disown him. How would you react? ^ How does Peter react? What does his strong denial tell you about his personality, character, and his spiritual
life? ^ When Peter asserts his full devotion to Jesus, what do you think Peter envisions for his future with Jesus?
Does he have an accurate idea of what is to come? If he knew what was really going to happen, would he be
so confident? ^ How does Peter react at Jesus' arrest? What is Jesus' response? ^ What people are in the courtyard with Peter? Was Peter in any danger here? What was he probably afraid of?^ Why does his courage melt so quickly? ^ How does Peter deny Jesus? Why is Peter so emphatic in his denials? ^ Why is he afraid of a servant girl? Why would it be strange for someone to be afraid of a servant girl? ^ How do you imagine Jesus looking at Peter upon his third denial? What do you think Jesus communicated to
him when he saw him? How would that make you feel? ^ Why do you think this story is such a popular one for sermons and Bible studies? Why do you think this
story is one of the few that are told in all four gospels? 
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Faithfulness.^ How well do you related with this story? What aspect of Peter's nature do you see in yourself? ^ How do believers sometimes deny Christ? What circumstances might make you outright deny him?^ Imagine if you faced persecution and death, and were told to give up your faith, or face prison, torture, or
death. How would you respond?^ In our lives, what are some ways that we “follow at a distance”?^ In our lives, what are ways that we deny Jesus with our words? ^ In our lives, what are ways that we deny Jesus in our actions? ^ In what situations are you tempted not to publicly identify yourself as a Christian? ^ In what non-church contexts do you tend to live a “double life” that's different from your church life?^ Consider when you don't really acknowledge Christ, or are unfaithful. What specifically are you afraid of
that leads to to act unfaithfully? Or what is it that you love more than God? (cf.  1 John 4:18)^ With what kind of people are you reluctant to acknowledge your faith? To share your faith? ^ What kinds of difficulties cause you to become weaker in your faith or in your witness? ^ In difficulties, what specifically are you afraid of? (e.g., afraid of others, afraid of God leaving you...)^ In what other ways are we unfaithful to God? What kinds of fears or other wrong motivations lead us to do
so?^ At times when you are reluctant about your faith, how would you behave differently if you realized that
Jesus was fully aware at that moment? How about when you commit sin? 

Enthusiasm.^ What was wrong with Peter's enthusiasm and zeal? ^ How did it collapse so quickly?^ What does it mean to be zealous for God? (Rom. 12:11) How can we maintain a consistent spiritual zeal? ^ Is emotionalism the same as biblical zeal? ^ What is Peter's zeal based on? Why did it fail him? ^ In what ways do Christians show this kind of emotionalistic zeal? Discuss specific examples and specific
areas and types of issues where Christians become over-zealous, zealous in a superficial way, or zealous in
the wrong way (e.g., social, political, theological issues; denominational matters, one's particular church vs.
others; service, evangelism...).  ^ What is zeal without knowledge? How does it hurt our witness? ^ What does blind zeal indicate about the true state of a person's spiritual life? ^ How does the wrong kind of zeal lead us to act contrary to God's will? To be blinded to the real things of
God? Can you give some specific examples? ^ Is this emotionalistic zeal from God? If not, then from where? ^ Why is emotionalism not a good foundation for your spiritual life? Does it mean we shouldn't be emotional? ^ In what specific ways do Christians based their spiritual life on emotionalism? ^ How should our spiritual lives be properly grounded? ^ What is the proper source of biblical zeal? ^ How can we be zealous and well balanced? Enthusiastic but not superficial or artificial? ^ Why is it that older Christians loose enthusiasm? How can we reclaim it? ^ How can it come from intimacy and love of God? From knowing his word? (How do these make us on fire
in a proper way?) ^ How can we be on fire in a way that is a good witness? How does proper zeal lead to a good witness? ^ How does proper zeal lead to humility? How is blind zeal not consistent with biblical humility? 
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Further discussion.^ If your spiritual life is inconsistent or unstable, or if your faith declines easily in the face of difficulty or
social pressure, what does this indicate – what might it be a sign of? What needs to be done to make your
spiritual life and witness stable and strong? 

^ How can you be a better witness in the face of social pressure or opposition to your faith?

^ Last time we discussed spiritual devotion. Discuss what proper devotion is like, and how it relates to being
on fire for the Lord.

^ What specific things hinder you from being more devoted? More on fire? More faithful? 

^ In your enthusiasm, do you make promises to God that you later don't keep? Why is it that we often fail to
keep them? What is the spiritual value then of making vows or promises to God? How can they be effective
forms of worship and spiritual self-discipline? How should we go about making vows?  (See Numbers 30:2,
Psalm 116:14, Prov. 20:25, Ecclesiastes 5:1-7) 

Closing prayer.

First, pray individually, either silently, or everyone aloud at the same time in individual prayer (“Korean
style”). Think of specific ways that you have not been faithful, have “followed at a distance” or denied even
Christ in some way. Confess your weaknesses and repent. Ask God to show you why specifically you are weak
in certain areas or certain situations, or what exactly you are afraid of when you do so. Ask for courage and
wisdom for specific situations, for God to remove those fears and replace them with a deeper sense of his love
and his presence, including an awareness that he is watching you when in those situations. Thank God for his
faithfulness toward us, even when we are unfaithful (2 Timothy 2:13). Ask for a spiritual zeal that is properly
grounded, that comes from a deeper intimacy with God and a deeper understanding of his word. Finally, share
prayer requests and pray for each other specifically and verbally. 
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